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Lesson 1, THE AGE OF OIL 

1.  The nation’s leading oil-producing state is ______________________.   

2. Early, early uses of oil in Texas: 

a. Hernando de Soto’s expedition used it to _______________________________________ 

b. Native Americans used it as __________________________________________________ 

c. Early settlers used it to ______________________________________________________ 

d. By late 1800s, it was refined into a product called _________________________ that burned to 

provide ____________________________. 

3. First oil well in Texas was in 1866 at _______________________ near Nacogdoches. 

4. The field at ____________________________ launched the “Age of Oil” which lasted from _______ to 

_______________. 

5. In 1901, at a hill near Beaumont called _________________________________, oil gushed with _____ 

feet in the air, followed by mud, gas and oil. 

6. Oil companies that began during this time were _______________________, _________________, and 

_______________________.  Some companies built ______________________________- to carry oil 

from the oil fields to refineries built along the Texas ____________________  _______________. 

7. Drilling also spread to ________________________Texas.  530 



8. Boomtowns in Texas included _______________________ and _______________________________.  

Boomtowns experienced conditions like ________________________________ and 

_____________________________.  531 

9. The oil boom created a demand for products needed by the oil industry such as ________________ 

which was needed to build __________________________  (high towers for drilling equipment).  

10. A negative consequence of the lumber industry was ___________________________________. 532 

However, today the Texas lumber industry ________________ more trees that it harvests. 

11. The center of the oil business was ______________________.   Important to this industry was the 

completion of the ____________________________________ in 1914 to help transport the oil. 

12. The major city in central Texas was ______________________ because of its role as a transportation 

hub which led to its growth as a center for __________________, banking and insurance.  533 

13. Fort Worth grew in the late 1800s as a result of the ___________________-- industry. (infographic) 

LESSON 2, Migration and Everyday Life 

1.  Immigrants from Europe included groups such as _________________, __________________ and 

_______________________ who settled where?____________________________   535 

2. Mexican immigrants arrived in large numbers due the brutal rule of a _________________. 536 

3. Many African Americans left Texas farms and moved the state’s _____________________.  Two 

outstanding entrepreneurs were _____________________________ in Houston and 

___________________________ in Dallas.  The center of African American urban life was the 

________________ which served as places for worship, education, and social activity. 

4. Changes in Texas agriculture in the early 1900s included ____________________________ and 

______________________________________________.  538 

5. A description of Texas farms during this time period include little ______________________ for 

farming, no indoor ______________________________, no _____________________, no 

communications from telephones or ______________________.  539 



LESSON 3, The Progressive Era 

1.  In 1900 the city of _________________________________ was the most modern city in Texas but was 

struck by a powerful __________________________________.  540  They established a 

___________________________ form of government where city departments were formed.  541 

2. The Terrell Election Law of 1905 required that political parties hold ___________________ elections 

where voters choose candidates for office.  542 

3. In 1914, a law required children between the ages of ____________________ to attend school. 

4. Conservation efforts created a new state department called the Texas ____________________ Service. 

5. ______________________________ were those who supported women’s rights to vote.  544   The U.S. 

Constitution’s _________________ Amendment finally granted full voting rights to women throughout 

the United States.  545 

6. Prohibition was the campaign to ban __________________________.  545  Two groups that were 

influential in bringing prohibition to Texas were ________________________________________ and 

__________________________________________.  545 

Lesson 4, The Struggle for Rights 

1. Discrimination to African Americans included 

a. _________________________ a fee for voting 546 

b. _______________  ___________________ laws that segregated public facilities.  547 

c. ____________________________ or being put to death by hanging without a legal trial 

2. A group called the NAACP or the ______________________   _________________________ for the 

______________________________ of _____________________  ____________________ was 

formed in 1909 who worked for racial equality.  547 

3. Church colleges that trained generations of African American leaders included 

_______________________________________ and ___________________________.  548 



4. Mexican workers left the Valley to temporarily work on ________________________ in parts of Texas 

and were called ___________________________________.  549 

5. Tejanos experienced discrimination such as _________________________________________ 550-51 

6. Tejanos benefited financially with weddings, baptism, funerals and other Mexican cultural events from 

groups called ___________________________________.  551 

 


